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President’s Message 

Message From Your Newsletter Chair 

HA V NEWS  & VIE WS  

 

 
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Lauren Goebel, President 
Havanese Fanciers of Canada 

 

Welcome to our Winter Newsletter.  The team has put together another fabulous edi-
tion, filled with some holiday cheer as well.   
A couple of items to mark in your calendar;  
We have decided on the dates and location of the Havanese Fanciers National and Re-
gional Specialty.  The Nationals for 2023 will be held in British Columbia, in Chilliwack. 
This is pending CKC approval.  The committee is working hard on the venue and will be 
bringing a fantastic specialty and hopefully some speakers and experts as well to the 
event.  Look for details as they become available on our web page http://
www.havanesefanciers.com as well as our Havanese Fanciers of Canada Facebook 

page.  Dates are Sept 21st to the 24th. 
In addition we have a Regional Specialty in 2023 in Sudbury Ontario.  Dates are April 8th and 9th 2023.  
Quebec is also considering a regional for 2023.   
 
Enjoy this edition and have a very happy and safe holiday season 
 

 

A very WARM WELCOME to the winter edition of the 
newsletter.  As I write this, it is currently minus THIRTY 
NINE with the wind chill!   I am excited to bring you the 
final edition of Hav News N Views for 2022.  It’s another 
issue with a variety of articles and interviews.  I hope you 
all find it informative and educational.   
I would like to take a moment to truly thank those who 
have contributed to the newsletter this year.  It has not 
been easy to form each issue, but the help I have re-
ceived from members sharing photos and brags, sup-
porting the newsletter through ads, our Vet’s Voice Dr. 
Tammy Dunbar and the judges and members who partici-
pate by allowing themselves to be interviewed is simply 

wonderful.  Please remember that we DO allow articles to be reprinted with permission of the author.  So, if 
you happen to read a  wonderful article and you think it would benefit the club, please send me an email!   
Please enjoy this issue and, however you choose to spend you holiday, I hope you stay warm, feel loved, 
and you hug your Hav! 
 
— 
 
Claire Paulson 

http://www.havanesefanciers.com
http://www.havanesefanciers.com
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Member Brags! 

HA V NEWS  & VIE WS  

 

Club member Margaret Wardle shares that her kennel, Del Sol Havanese, finished THREE new cham-

pions in two weekends, as well one dog finished her bronze Grand Championship. 

 

 

Club member Maxine Rosehart is 

excited to share that Willowgate’s 

Queen of Hearts finished her Cana-

dian Championship in only two 

weekends! She finished in style be-

ing awarded a BEST PUPPY IN 

SHOW at Elgin County Kennel Club 

shows. 

 

 

 

Club member Lorraine Purnell shares that her young 

dog, Juan, AKA GCh Hi Stakes Never Kiss N Tell RM 

ATD NTD-M RAE AKC RN began trialing in rally-

obedience in March of 2022.  In that  time, he has be-

come CKC #1 Havanese in Rally-O and #2 Toy Dog for 

Rally-O.  Juan is bred by Kim Doan and Paula Martel 

and he is owned by Lorraine Purnell, Shirley Grant, Pau-

la Martel and Kim Doan. 
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Member Brags! 

 

HFC member Sabrina Sim shares a 

brag with her boy, Charlie, AKA 

BPIS MBPIG GCH Yup's Coal Har-

bour VB RM RAE4 CD TDCH CGN.  

Sabrina says Charlie earned two 

more titles in 2022, that being his 

Rally Obedience Master title and his 

Versatility Bronze title through Ca-

nadian Kennel Club’s versatility pro-

gram.  Way to go, Sabrina and 

Charlie!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Club members Rita Thomas and Melis-

sa Keevil are thrilled to announce that 

Alegria’s Cassiopeia of the Stars with 

Sonrisas is now a new Canadian Cham-

pion.  Cassi was bred by Rita and 

Melissa and is owned by Dawn Ooster-

hoff and Rita Thomas 
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Member Brags! 

HA V NEWS  & VIE WS  

 

Club member Lynda Hand is excited to announce that Paris 

(Seda’s Magical Allure) celebrated turning six months old by 

earning TWO new titles—Novice Trick Dog (NTD) and her Nov-

ice Trick Dog Master (NTD-M).  Good job! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rico, Brew and Kizmet meet the “big guy”. Photo courtesy of Renata McCallum 
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Holiday Greetings 
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HA V NEWS  & VIE WS  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Want to learn more? Join our free Facebook group: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/havnfunDMWYDsparkteam/  
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Trick Time—With Suzanne McKay CTDI, AACE 

O ur winter trick is teaching a dog to put its 

front paws onto an object. This trick is one 

that you will use in daily life, perhaps more often 

than you think.  For many basic tricks, it can be 

helpful to also teach the opposite action at the 

same time. Some tricks that train well in pairs are 

On/Off, In/Out, Over/Under, and Give/Take. While 

teaching Paws Up, we’ll also be teaching Paws Off.   

Equipment: To start, you will need a sturdy low ob-

ject. Choose something appropriately sized for your 

dog. For Havanese, a low box, step stool or Yoga 

block may be good starting choices. Choose an ob-

ject that won’t tip easily. You don’t want to startle 

your dog by having the object topple over. 

We’ll be following the steps of Cue, Action, Reward 

to teach the trick. First we’ll give a verbal cue, then 

we’ll encourage the dog to do (or try to do) the ac-

tion, and finally we’ll reward it. The most common 

verbal cue for this trick is either Paws Up or Paws 

On. Give your dog a few treats just for being near, 

sniffing at or interacting with the object. Hold a 

treat over the object, near the edge closest to the 

dog. Say the verbal cue “Paws Up” and encourage 

the dog to place its front paws on the object.  At the 

beginning, a single paw or even a good attempt de-

serves a reward.  If your dog jumps onto the object, 

rather than only placing the front paws on, your 

treat hand is likely too far back. Make sure you hold 

your hand near the front edge of the object, closest 

to the dog.  Keep practicing. Your goal is to have 

the dog place both front paws onto the object when 

you give the Paws Up cue. 

For Paws Off, you will do the same thing in reverse. 

While your dog has its paws on the object, bring a 

treat to the nose, give the verbal cue “Paws Off” as 

you move your hand away from the object luring 

your dog off. Reward when the front paws are back 

on the ground.   In early stages, you will be using a 

reward both for Paws Up and for Paws Off.  

As you practice, your dog should start to put its 

paws on and off sooner and sooner after the cue. 

Eliminate the treat in your hand and simply tap, 

touch or point to the object as you give your verbal 

cue. As the paws come on or off as cued, praise and 

reward. Gradually reduce the treat reward by giving 

it only occasionally.  

As your dog progresses with the trick, try Paws Up/

Off with all sorts of objects around the house and 

yard. New objects might be a plant pot, a stack of 

books, a large rock or a tree stump.  Use your imag-

ination.  The more objects you practice with, the 

more solidly that your dog will understand the be-

havior. Paws Up is an excellent trick for capturing 

some really cute photos, maybe an adorable holiday 

photo of your puppy with its paws up on a brightly 

wrapped gift or a snow covered log. 

Have fun Training. If you prefer visual learning, 

check out the video tutorial https://

youtu.be/78_27GpdQQI 
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Holiday Greetings 

HA V NEWS  & VIE WS  

 

Merry Christmas & Happy New Year From Liz French 

And 

BISS GCHB Ashstone’s Mimi Likes to Mambo  
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Holiday Greetings 

 

Wishing you all a white Christmas!  
(and when you run out of white,  

open a bottle of red!) 

 

 

Merry Christmas and 

Happy Holidays 
 

 

 

 

Lauren Goebel 

MYLAD HAVANESE  
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A must Hav’ for all Havanese breeders, lovers, and judges 

HA V NEWS  & VIE WS  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Multi award winning publication.  This illustrated standard is a 

companion to the official Canadian Kennel Club breed standard.  Get to 

know the breed from inside out and understand the defining traits and 

subtle differences that make a Havanese a unique member of the toy 

group. 

To order your copy, email  

hfcbooks @googlegroups.com 
Free copy for all Canadian All-breed judges, toy group judges, and toy permit  

judges as well as those studying for toy group accreditation  
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In Stock and Ready to Ship! 

 

We have just completed the 12th printing of our best  
selling grooming book!  

 

 

 

- An in-depth and detailed book about 
grooming long-haired dogs. 

- Over 200 pages full of tips, tricks and 
techniques for keeping your pet looking 
good 

-A wealth of experience that our long 
time owners, breeders, and groomers 
have to offer and keep your dog looking 
great!  

- Not only for Havanese.  From Nose to 
Tail is also perfect for other long haired 
breeds.  

- Fully Illustrated in colour with over 300 
photos and diagrams.  

- Spiral bound format for easy reference  

 

 

Only $24.95 plus S/H 
To order, send an email to: hfcbooks@googlegroups.com  
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Holiday Greetings 

HA V NEWS  & VIE WS  

...simply have and share joy  

 

 

Season’s greetings from Rita Thomas 

Sonrisas Havanese 

Whatever the season,  whatever the reason... 
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Holiday Greetings 

 

Warm holiday wishes 

For a beautiful holiday season filled with peace and love 
Terri Fudge—Amistosa Havanese  
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In recent years, harnesses have become popular 

attire for dogs, especially toy dogs.  The thought 

is that their small airways cause them to cough 

or choke or experience difficulty when wearing 

an average buckle collar.  

I, myself, have always had the train of thought 

that “harnesses were for two purposes: tracking 

and pulling” and “if your dog is pulling on the 

leash/you lack control, why would you make 

pulling more comfortable by putting a harness 

on your dog??”.  Well, the harness trend doesn’t 

seem to be going anywhere and, while some 

sports/activities require a harness, it is best that 

I educate myself on the topic and share that 

knowledge with others.   

Some reasons that people switch from a collar 

to a harness for their Havanese are: 

-Airway problems.  Some breeds and small 

breeds like our Havanese can have abnormali-

ties causing them to cough or choke when be-

ing walked on a collar; however, this often hap-

pens when the dog is allowed to pull on the 

leash (but that’s another topic for another time). 

-In certain dog sports such as weight pull or 

mushing, the dog must wear a harness to do its 

job.  Flyball is another sport where it’s easier to 

hold a dog in harness than it is with a collar.   

-Working dogs such as therapy dogs, assistance 

dogs, police dog etc wear harnesses so the pub-

lic can recognize that the dog is a task-trained 

service dog.   

If you’re using a harness because a collar re-

stricts your Havanese’s breathing, does it really 

make sense to use a harness that restricts them 

in another way, that being movement. 

In addition to being easy to use, durable and 

safe, a good harness should allow your 

Havanese to have FULL range of motion.  Many 

harnesses on the market don’t allow this.  

For a harness to be non-restrictive, no part of it 

should ever cross the shoulder blade or upper 

arm.  The Havanese has a light, elastic gait and 

no harness should ever impede this movement.   

The front legs should always be  free to reach 

forward and extend backward in a walk, trot, 

canter and gallop.   

Many popular harnesses on the market have 

you clip the leash on the front of the dog’s 

chest, promising the most control; however, 

these restrict movement.   

Some harnesses have a buckle that lies directly 

over the dog’s shoulder joint.  Because the 

shoulder it not a “ball and socket” type joint, it is  

prone to more injury, especially in sport dogs.  It 

is best to avoid exerting additional stress on a 

part of the body that is prone to injury.  

  According to Dr. Christine Zink, the best har-

nesses feature straps that fit tightly around each 

side of the dogs neck, almost like a collar, and 

meet a third strap that runs under the dog’s 

chest.  The point at which the neck and chest 

meet forms a “Y” that sits right on the manubri-

um—the part of the sternum (chest bone) that is 

closest to the front of the dog. 

When a harness is designed this way, the major-

ity of the pressure from the harness is distribut-

ed onto your Havanese’s manubrium, which is a 

very stable bone that supports the dog’s entire 

body.  The manubrium is attached to the ribs, 

which are attached to the spine.  When a har-

ness is designed to distribute pressure onto the 

manubrium, there is no chance to damage mov-

ing parts of the dog; however, the neck straps of 

the harness must be properly fitted.  If they are 

too loose, they slip back and put pressure on 

the dog’s shoulder blades. 

Havanese in Harness: what is best harness design? 
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There are many non-restrictive harnesses on 

the market and this gives you great opportuni-

ty to purchase one best suited for your 

Havanese. 

Keep in mind that not “Y” fitted harnesses are 

created equal.  An ill-fitted harness, be it “Y” 

shape, “H” shape, front clip etc is still ill-fitted 

and can cause injury, restriction or rub-

bing. 

Shoulders: The “X” is the approximate po-

sition of the shoulder joint.  You do not 

want neck straps that cover this section. 

Chest bone: You want the middle of the 

connection of the “Y” or “H” to be ON 

this bone. 

Armpits: Leaving room behind the front 

legs leaves room for their legs to move 

freely, while you also don’t want the 

straps to be too far back, putting pres-

sure on soft tissue. 

 

 

Harness Tips: 

If your Havanese pulls, is aggressive, or is a 

Walmart greeter with other people and dogs, a 

harness might not be ideal as it does not give 

you proper control of your dog. 

If you are letting your Havanese run loose, do 

not leave him in a harness as it can easily be-

come snagged when playing with another dog 

or running through bushes.   

If you plan on showing your Havanese, don’t 

make them wear a harness as it will damage 

their coat and cause tangles/matting. 
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How Does YOUR Havanese’s Harness fit? 

HA V NEWS  & VIE WS  

Red line shows where a restrictive harness sits Green line shows where a non-restrictive harness sits 
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In the Kitchen: BEST IN SNOW cookies 

 Ingredients 

1 1/4 Cup Rice Flour 

2 Eggs 

2 Tbps Coconut Cooking Oil 

1 Tbps Honey 

1/2 tsp Peppermint Extract 

Few drops Food coloring 

Directions 

Preheat your oven to 350 degrees Fahrenheit. In 

a large bowl, mix together eggs, coconut oil, honey, peppermint extract, and your food 

coloring.  Mix together until blended well.  Now slowly add in your rice flour.  You can 

start mixing with a spoon, but will eventually want to go to your hands. 

Form a nice firm dough, add more water if it’s to dry, and more flour if it’s to wet.  Once 

you have a nice dough, roll it out on a floured surface to 1/4 inch thick.  Cut into your pre-

ferred shapes. We use Christmas Trees for our shapes! 

 

Place cookies on a baking pan, and bake for 10 – 15 minutes.  Then turn you oven off 

and leave them inside for about an hour to make sure they are nice and crunchy.  You 

can now decorate them if you want to.   

 

That’s it!  This is a really easy recipe and your dogs will love these Christmas Cookies! 
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Holiday Greetings 

HA V NEWS  & VIE WS  
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Holiday Greetings 

Happy Holidays from Your Havanese Fanciers of  
Canada, British Columbia Members 
May the season be filled with love and happiness 

Merry Christmas 
& 

Happy New Year! 
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Hiring a Professional Handler 

HA V NEWS  & VIE WS  

 

M 
y general response from people is 
that “HANDLERS ALWAYS WIN” . 
This irks me to no end. There is 
nothing more intimidating to a Pro 

Handler than to go up against a powerful Breed-
er/Owner/Handler. These are the true dog peo-
ple of the Sport. They know their breed inside 
out and have hours to spend preparing their 
ONE breed. A Professional Handler must hone 
their skills and knowledge in readying them-
selves to take on the Professional Owner.  This is 
why WE are called PROFESSIONALS. We have 
earned our name through many years of ap-
prenticing with the very best before we ever de-
cided to become a handler. Be wary of the “pop-
up” handler that bought a van, and business 
cards and has therefore dubbed themselves a 
Handler without any experience of working hard 
in the trenches with those that could have 
taught them.  

My criteria for choosing a Professional Handler 
is listed below: 

-        DON’T hire someone solely on the amount 
of ribbons they win in a day. Although impres-
sive, it is more important to watch how the han-
dler’s set up is run during the day.  

-        At this point you have already made a de-
cision on a few who interest you. Just because a 
handler is not in their set up all day, does not 
mean they are neglecting their charges. They are 
probably busy showing all of their exhibits. This 
is where the competent assistant comes in. 

-        DO take note that there is someone in the 
set up at all times. Are the dogs constantly crat-
ed? Not all shows are expen friendly but the ma-
jority are and the dogs should take turns loung-
ing in expens. Are the assistants knowledgeable 
in the grooming and well being of dogs in the 
handler’s care? A handler is only as good as 
those that work for them. It shows the handlers 
ability to train and teach people that have the 
same values as they do.  

-        An assistant needs to have a take charge 
attitude which includes exercising dogs on a 
regular basis, following schedules, and maintain-
ing a grooming schedule that allows the dogs to 
be ring ready ON TIME. 

- Make sure for the number of dogs the handler 
is carrying that they have enough assistants to 
care for them. Twenty dogs and one assistant is 
not something that works well.  

- If you are still questioning a chosen handler, 
try coming back to the building for last exercise. 
Do you witness handlers and assistants trudging 
outside no matter the weather to give the dogs 
some fresh air and play time? Its no fun for show 
dogs to be shuffled from crate to expen to 
grooming table day after day. Taking them for 
walks or playing in the rings with them late at 
night will keep your dogs mind in top show con-
dition.  

- Is the handlers set up kept clean and orga-
nized during the day?  

- Do the dogs all have access to fresh water? Are 
their buckets cleaned daily?  

- Will your dog be kept on his regular diet or will 
the handler provide their own brand of food to 
feed everyone because it is “easier”?  

- If you wish to send your dog with a handler, do 
they have adequate kennel facilities in order to 
house your dog for overnight stays?  

- What type of vehicle and what size crate will 
your dog be travelling in? Make sure these are 
up to your specifications. 

- Is there a contract for you to sign stating the 
charges set forth and explaining any added 
costs the handler may have. Have they given 
you their contact phone number?  
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These are just a few tips for those that are con-
sidering hiring a Professional Handler, whether it 
be for a weekend or on a monthly contract.  

- Before you hire a handler, please ask if there 
will be any extra charges, because in most cases 
there are. Whether it is for expenses pro rated, 
special dietary needs, heavy coated breeds will 
have extra charges, do they charge bonuses and 
so forth. Know exactly what you are paying for 
BEFORE you send your dog on the road.  

- DON’T ever shop for the cheapest handler. As 
with anything, you get what you pay for in the 
long run. Experience, longevity, cleanliness and 
basic common dog sense knowledge are the 
most important things to think of when prepar-
ing to hire someone.  

- Does your chosen handler have a website that 
shows their credentials and facilities? 

- Does your chosen handler have all the 
knowledge needed to prepare and deal with 
your breed? Most Professionals, if not comforta-
ble with the type of grooming or breed that you 
have asked about will definitely turn you to-
wards someone that they feel more qualified 
than they are. This is the way ETHICAL handlers 
respect and work with each other.  

- Feel free to ask for client recommendations. It 
might also be to your benefit to run your choice 
by your breeder first. They have been in the dog 
fancy a lot longer than you have and might have 
some insight for you as well.  

- A good Professional will always make time for 
you. If you are approaching a handler at a show 
and they are busy at that time, they will always 
give you a time frame to come back and talk.  
 
These are just a few tips for those that are con-
sidering hiring a Professional Handler, whether it 
be for a weekend or on a monthly contract.  
 

Reprinted with Permission from Shannon Scheer, CPHA 
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Introducing: The New Havanese Fanciers of Canada Website 

HA V NEWS  & VIE WS  

You may have noticed we now have a new Havanese Fanciers of Canada website.  We began this major 

change a few years ago, first just to update our site, add some needed features, and then, due to a major 

crash, it became a priority.  We are not up and running and fully functional 

We gave the site a fresh clean look, with an easy to follow menu.  the site features all the great content it had 

before but with a much easier flow and format.  There is info on living with Havanese, buying a Havanese, 

training tips and health info, as well as information on club specialty shows and rescue.  We also were able to 

retire our old print, fill out, and email outdated forms with new online forms.  The membership area received 

a complete facelift with all 

our information about be-

coming a member in one 

place.   

In addition we added a 

chat function so questions 

could be asked and ad-

dressed in a timely fash-

ion.   

Purchasing club publica-

tions, such as our award-

winning Illustrated Stand-

ard and grooming hand-

book, donating to rescue, 

sponsoring prizes for spe-

cialties has never been easier thanks to the PayPal “Add to Cart” buttons.  In addition we wanted to consoli-

date our policies and provide transparency on how our club operates and these are now included on our 

website all in one place for easy access.  

The back end of the site also received a complete makeover, offering functionality to our members that was 

never all in one place before.  Our website has a “Members Only” area where members are able to log in and 

vote in current elections, volunteer for various positions, and view and read past monthly meeting minutes 

and agendas.  

A big benefit, and long overdue for our French speaking audience, we now have a bilingual  “Translate to 

French” button at the top left corner of the site. 

We are continuously updating our website to keep it fresh and educational.  We take our responsibility to re-

sponsibly promote this breed seriously.  We are thrilled to have an online presence again and we thank those 

who donated their time and expertise to creating our new website.   

Feel free to use our chat for any questions you may have about the club or the site. 

www.havanesefanciers.com  

http://www.havanesefanciers.com
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Podcast Picks– Debra Weatherford 

HA V NEWS  & VIE WS  

What is a podcast?  

pod - cast 

pädˌkast/  

noun 

1. a digital audio file made available on the Internet for 

downloading to a computer or mobile device, typically 
available as a series, new installments of which can be re-
ceived by subscribers automatically.  

  

 Pure Dog Talk #555 – DR. GAYLE WATKINS LIVE: 
SOCIALIZING PUPPIES PROPERLY 

 

Dr. Gayle Watkins, founder of Avidog, speaks about 
how we create working and competition dogs through 
proper socializing. 

She believes socialization is building social relation-
ships with humans and dogs and the current method of 
socialization causes more harm than good. Getting 
puppies “out” to see urban centers, hear different nois-
es and so forth does not also necessarily mean 
*meeting* other people and pets right away, Watkins 
noted. She also advocates for supervised puppy clas-
ses long before training classes begin.   Socialization is 
not a checklist. Its about teaching skills and 
stability. 

Many people think socialization ends at 16 
weeks but while the first four months is im-
portant to puppies  most dogs need socializa-
tion or “development work” through 15 
months. 

Another misconception Watkins notes is that 
8 to 10 weeks is a fear *imprint* period.   In-
stead puppies are going through a continual 
progression towards fear that starts at 5 
weeks. This is inherent in this species, so 
fear is inherent in dogs. 

Puppy development should be more about 
these areas 

 Mental resilience  

 Trust  

 Civility and manners 

Mental resilience is the appropriateness of the dog’s 
response to stress.   Its building resilience. Putting 
them under stress very, very early. So that they can be 
resilient. Resilience is the ability to bounce back from 
stress and frustration. It is built through inoculation to 

stress. We want to introduce stress to teach the right 
behaviors. We must introduce stress to teach them to 
be resilient. 

Trust is important to build during early socialization. 
This means safe-guarding your puppy’s interactions 
with people, places and other pets and teach your pup-
py they can rely on you.  Puppies handle stress best if 
we give them cues they can fall back on, Watkins said. 
If a situation is causing stress for the puppy, have them 
offer a sit and watch behavior, for example. She adds 
that forcing a puppy in to a situation that is clearly un-
comfortable or scary for them can cause you to break 
the trust you are hoping to build with the puppy. 

Civility and manners is the appropriateness of behavior 
around people and dogs.  It is keeping your mouth 
shut, not biting anyone, not climbing on anyone. Not 
assaulting other dog or people as you are meeting. Ci-
vility is not the same as friendly. It does not require 
physical interaction. More important to teach our dogs 
indirect interaction, when they see a person or dog and 
do not interact. 

The bottom line, Watkins said, is that raising confident, 
stable puppies takes time, effort and commitment. 
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CONFORMATION: 

1—GChS Mistytrails Wyntr’Elise (F) 

2—GChB Oeste’s Askin For Kisses (F) 

3—Ch Weylinmarsh's Thyme After Time (F)  

4—GChS MistyTrails H'dalgos Chido Wey (M)  

5—GChB Ashstone's Mimi Likes To Mambo (F)  

6—Ch Pocopayasos Frankly My Dear (M)  

7—GCh Delsols Jazz It Up At Weatherford (F)  

8—GChB That's Carlosas Solar Flair (M)  

9—Askin That Is So Fetch (F)  

10—Ch Hearts Delite I Put A Spell On You (F)  

 

RALLY-OBEDIENCE 

1—GrCH Hi Stakes Never Kiss N Tell—Owner: Lorraine PURNELL 

2—GrCH Yup’s Coal Harbour—Owner: Sabrina LO 

3—Pocopayasos’ Heavy Duti Bugi—Owner: Lorraine PURNELL 

4—RCH Sonrisas Baba O’Riley—Owner: Joan REID 

5—Sonrisas I’d Be Jealous Too—Owner: Joan REID 

6—AGMChS Fire Jazz And Flame—Owner: Wanda BROWN 

7—Sonrisas What a Kelev’re Boy—Owner: Joy THIBERT 

8—Amyla’s Miss Elegant Fanciella—Owner: Wanda BROWN 

 

Results as of December 6, 2022.   
Please note there are no Havanese Obedience standings to share 

Havanese Standings—Courtesy of CanuckDogs.com 

https://canuckdogs.com/index.php?PageKey=6c554810-73a2-102c-8ee1-dd6c8247de83&DogKey=97ab4f94-d883-11ec-96c3-0050569873b0
https://canuckdogs.com/index.php?PageKey=6c554810-73a2-102c-8ee1-dd6c8247de83&DogKey=3525b4b4-3b07-11e7-9973-0050569873b0
https://canuckdogs.com/index.php?PageKey=6c554810-73a2-102c-8ee1-dd6c8247de83&DogKey=80bdf0b9-3f42-11ec-8d1a-0050569873b0
https://canuckdogs.com/index.php?PageKey=6c554810-73a2-102c-8ee1-dd6c8247de83&DogKey=a27565f9-b849-11ec-9357-0050569873b0
https://canuckdogs.com/index.php?PageKey=6c554810-73a2-102c-8ee1-dd6c8247de83&DogKey=2ce60aa9-0a98-11ec-a771-0050569873b0
https://canuckdogs.com/index.php?PageKey=6c554810-73a2-102c-8ee1-dd6c8247de83&DogKey=5604b758-5028-11ea-8451-0050569873b0
https://canuckdogs.com/index.php?PageKey=6c554810-73a2-102c-8ee1-dd6c8247de83&DogKey=1c41e977-eeb2-11ec-996e-0050569873b0
https://canuckdogs.com/index.php?PageKey=6c554810-73a2-102c-8ee1-dd6c8247de83&DogKey=7fa7e1d6-85d1-11ec-9837-0050569873b0
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Holiday Greetings 

HA V NEWS  & VIE WS  

Whatever is beautiful. Whatever is meaningful. Whatever brings you happiness. May it be yours this 

holiday season and throughout the coming year.  

From Claire, Bizzy, and the two imposter Havanese (Noodle and Wicked) 
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Holiday Dinner: Can I Share? 

D 
id you know that there is a 40 percent increase in emergency calls to vets at Christmas, usually to poison-

ing? It’s important to realize that there are plenty of things on the menu that CAN be shared with your dog; 

however, there are also plenty of things that need to be avoided.   

Even when sharing safe foods with your pup, remember that a sudden and abrupt change in diet can result 

in GI upset, which may look like bad gas or diarrhea or Pancreatitis. If you’re thinking of including your pup in a holiday 

meal, consider speaking with your vet first to ensure what’s on your menu is 100 percent safe. 

We have all heard the saying “everything in moderation” and this certainly applies here.   If you choose to share your 

meal with your dog, be sure it’s just a “taste” or a “topper”, not a huge portion.   

Keep in mind that these lists are not meant to be a black and white, inclusive list.  If you have questions about a certain 

food, talk to your vet, OR just avoid it.  It’s better to be safe than sorry. 

Also, consider putting some of the “Okay to feed” foods in a KONG or other food-dispensing toy so that the dog not 

only has to work for their meal, but also has an enriching meal time.  Feeding in a KONG will also prevent them from 

inhaling their treat and will make it last longer.  This is an excellent way to keep your pup busy while the rest of the 

family eats their meal. 

FOODS NOT OKAY TO SHARE  

Chocolate  

Alcohol 

Christmas cake, mince pies 

Sage, onion stuffing 

Artificial sweeteners 

Cooked bones 

Nuts 

Gravy 

Pine needles from Christmas trees 

FOODS OKAY TO SHARE 

Turkey (cooked, no bones) 

Lamb (cooked, no bones) 

Ham (cooked, small portion only) 

Green beans 

Carrots and peas 

Mashed potato 

Sweet potato 

Cheese (just a nibble) 
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BEACON HILL LITHIUM NAIL GRINDER & DIAMAGROOVE  GRINDING STONE 

 

Why I like the grinder: 

Quiet 

Long run time 

Variety of speeds 

Has a light  

T 
he lithium nail grinder by Beacon Hill is a small rotary grinder used for grinding dogs’ nails.  Com-
pared to the grinder I had been using, it is rather quiet which makes it an excellent choice for sensi-
tive dogs or puppies.  It takes approximately three hours to fully charge.  After it’s charged, there is a 
lot of battery life.  To put in perspective, I got mine at the beginning of October.  I do the nails of my 

three dogs once a week and I have only had to plug it in once so far.   

There are about five separate speeds on this grinder.  When you turn it on, it automatically starts at a middle 
speed, which happens to be the PERFECT speed for Havanese nails.  The buttons are easy to push and you 
can increase or decrease the speed with ease.  The slower speed would be perfect for getting puppies used 
to having their nails done.   

There is an LED light on the top of the grinder that illuminates your working area.  I have never had a grind-
er with a light before and didn’t think I would need it; HOWEVER, it is so nice to be able to see what I’m do-
ing as I a dog’s nails that I’m not sure I could go back to  having no light. 

This grinder comes with a few sandpaper pieces for grinding; however, I found these to be, more or less, 
useless, as they just flew off or needed to be adjusted every time I put them on a nail.  You are better off to 
use the stone-type attachments made for rotary tools OR, if you are as passionate dog about nail care as I 
am, you could explore the DIAMAGROOVE attachment.  I thought this was a lot of hub bub for a such a 
small piece of equipment, but a friend twisted my rubber arm and here we are.  

The DIAMAGROOVE is made by Whitman’s Sharpening and sold by TYBRUSHE supplies in Alberta.  It is 
made from authentic electroplated diamond.  It’s designed to last a very long time.  A unique feature of the 
DIAMAGROOVE is that it is designed to stay significantly cooler while it’s being used and I am not sure if it’s 
because of the DIAMAGROOVE or the grinder, or perhaps a combination of both, but there isn’t nearly as 
much vibration.  I seem to be able to grind at a slower RPM and still get a good results.   
Their website claims that the DIAMAGROOVE does not have a tendency to entrap hair, which, for our breed 
especially, is very important.   

The one thing to dislike about the DIAMAGROOVE is the cost.  At $231 it seems overpriced, but if you have 
several dogs and do nails on regular basis, it will pay for itself shortly. 

The cost of the grinder is $90, which I found to be extremely reasonable, especially once I used it a couple 
times and could experience the benefits mentioned above.   
 

Overall, three and a half out of four stars for these products!  

         

PRODUCT REVIEW—By Claire Paulson 

Why I like the DIAMAGROOVE: 

Less vibration 

Good result even run on lower setting 

Stays cool 



TAKE FIVE with Maxine Rosehart  
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Why did you join the Havanese Fanciers 
of Canada? 

I joined HFC because I think we should all 
support our breed clubs, as well as to learn 
and make friends.   

 

What is the story behind your kennel 
name? 

Was in memory of my beloved mare whom I lost 
foaling.  

Willowgate’s Lady (Stitch to all that knew her) 

 

To date, what is your proudest accom-
plishment with your Havanese? 

I was very proud of my girl Willowgate’s Sandra 
Dee who won Best Puppy in Show, 

She was shown by Edgar, but my proudest moment was this summer winning best puppy in show 
with Willowgate’s Queen of Hearts at only seven months old! 

 

What concerns do you have, if any, about the future of our breed? 

My concern with the breed is that they are becoming too popular.  I also think the breed is getting 
too big. 

Probably not part of the question but I think they are becoming way over groomed for  the ring. 

 

What is your favourite activity to do with your Havanese? 

My favourite thing to do with my Havanese is show in conformation. 
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1. How long have you owned dogs? 

I owned  my first CKC registered dog – a Smooth Coat Chi-
huahua in the very early 1960’s and then after showing for a 
year or so, bred my first litter of Smooth’s in 1962. So, my 
first breeding dogs were in Toys. I bred Chihuahuas under 
the De Niza Prefix for 28 years. And then in 1981 my hus-
band Lorne and myself amalgamated our two kennels to be 
Rickway / De Niza Kennels with Labrador Retrievers and 
French Bulldogs as our accumulated interest. I operate a 
successful kennel/dog food business with a total count of 
42 dogs that are “fostered” out with friends in the Winnipeg 
area. I have one Labrador at home and four resident 
Frenchies counting today. 

  

2. What breeds have you owned? 

I have owned or bred Best In show winning Chihuahuas, French Bulldogs, and Labradors. I have also 
owned and shown German Shorthaired Pointers, a Nova Scotia Duck Toller and a not so pretty or 
pleasant Doberman.  

 

3. What do you do in your ‘other’ life? 

My other life is nursing with a healthy dose of union activity for about 15 years.  I gave up my 
nurse’s union activities when my husband became seriously ill and the workload became too heavy. 
I am still actively nursing as a rural Home Care Infusion nurse with a private drug company. Howev-
er, that too will fade as I am going to retire before the snows become an issue next fall. It will be a 
full 56 years in the profession without a break.  

 

4. Tell us about the first time you saw a Havanese in your ring? 

It was a little gay grayish fawn puppy/dog  in Toronto shown by Peter Scott and he / she was ador-
able and so full of themselves. Quick and alert, I was very impressed. The standard that I had read 
was easily identified. Small slightly longer than square dog but very balanced. 

 

5. What are the main differences between the first time you judged a Havanese and the most 
recent time? 

In my estimation I am finding a somewhat heavier more substantial dog than I had visualized. I 
sometimes see not enough elasticity and lightness that I originally had envisioned. I have seen 
somewhat shorter necks than medium. It is jarring to the outline of the dog as it does not flow 
nicely into the shoulder blades. As the body is same as height to floor to withers it throws the bal-
ance off to me. 

 

MEET THE JUDGE:  Joyce Love 
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6. What is a pet peeve of yours when judging the Havanese?  

I think the same as in so many coated breeds, there tends to be a bit of over-grooming. They are 
rascals and that takes away from the demeanor that the standard sets out in my estimation. Also, 
they are happy capable movers. I see so many strung up, and this somewhat impedes their move-
ment.  

 

7. Can you offer a piece of advice for those who show Havanese in your ring? 

Let them show themselves off, free loose leads and please train your dogs. Many times, I have to try 
and make a decision on a dog that is just not trained. On the table it is offsetting to try to see a dog 
that is just not co-operating and you make your decision accordingly. 

  

8. Do you feel there is an aspect of the standard that is being forgotten about when you are 
judging this breed? 

No, I think the club has done a good job in referencing this breed. It is concise and easy to follow 
emphasis is on the breed as a whole, depicted as a loveable small clown. 

  

9. Which do you rely on more, visual or manual evaluation? 

I trust my eye generally but always depend on my hands.  There are many things to be found on a 
coated dog and to rely solely on a visual picture is to do dog judging irreparable harm. 

 

10. When you look down a line up of Havanese, what catches your eye? 

I look for the closest specimen that I have in my mind’s eye to the standard and then look for the 
dog that is the “show dog” The here I am dog. If you are lucky enough to have both my hat is off to 
you. There was a recent exhibitor who asked why I didn’t put up her dog as she had been under me 
several times. I tried to explain the difference of a dog who demands to be seen and appreciated 
and one who just “blows you off” …no shining light in the eyes and complete refusal to give that 
extra. Their presence in the ring is not a big thing for them. 

I personally have had some drop dead gorgeous dogs who refuse to show and were just there be-
cause I made them. They were quickly retired sans championships. Not everyone is an Einstein as 
well as everyone is not a Marilyn Monroe. 

  

More exposure to a breed gives a judge the opportunity to try to isolate the finer points of breeds 
and standards. 

The Havanese from my aspect has a solid example for us to compare. Keep on doing what you are 
doing as it certainly working and enjoy every one of “your kids” as you go forward. 
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